
Adam is a high-energy, inspirational speaker with nearly two decades of experience as an executive

coach on corporate transformations. Adam helps businesses and individuals unlock their next level

of potential so they live more fulfilling lives both at work and at home. Adam is the best-selling

author of Lean Design in Healthcare and The Healthcare Innovation Workbook.

Opens Your Mind to Amazing Possibilities

Unleashing Your Company's Potential: 3 Essential Shifts for Market Domination

Innovation Blueprint: Unraveling the 5 Steps to Sustainable Growth

Time Mastery: Unlocking 5+ Extra Hours in Your Busy Week, Effortlessly

SIGNATURE TALKS
3 Things to Start and 3 Things to Stop for your company to help capture more of the market. Stop
leaving money on the table every day and improve your outcomes immediately. Adam breaks down
popular thinking, trends, and methodologies to show what organizations should be paying attention
to and what they can discard.

5 Easy Steps to Being More Innovative. How companies can change to a culture of innovation and
grow faster than expected by doing these things right now. Adam will share best practices gleaned
from nearly two decades of helping organizations, across 17 industries, become more innovative.

You're Spending Too Much Time on Stuff. Learn how an objective approach can free up 5+ hours
every week without losing anything. Adam will share practical insights that work in the insane pace
of life in the '20s. Start benefiting today.

adam@adzmikl.com www.adammward.com +1 614-315-5758

"Creative, inspiring, and driven as an individual in his work and life, Adam's presence is engaging.
His strong character provides him the opportunity to build long-lasting, meaningful relationships."

John Gallagher

CLIENT FEEDBACK

"Adam is a unique talent in that he brings that rare combination of expertise, experience, process
discipline, creativity, innovation, and fun. His passion for innovation is infectious."

John Newpol


